The Tech

Human Relations, DPs', Festival, Set Up As NSA Projects

A Human Relations Institute that

prominent speakers to discuss the

governmental, geographic, and legal

human relations problems of

Boston University. The conference,

to be held on March 13 and 14,

United States National Assembly

held at the University of

Massachusetts over the week-end.

as the personalities who have

already committed to attend are Dr.

Coman of Harvard University, Dr.

Taylor of Sarah Lawrence College,

and Ted Harris, president of the

OBEWA. The Institute is being

sponsored by the NSAI, National

Conference of Christians

Human Relations.

Plans for a Boston Area festival,

as potential organizations with

art exhibits, folk dancing, games

all held at the Tremont Temple

downtown church, over a weekend

April 23. The series was

chairman of the Planned Parenthood

Plan. Mere outlined possibilities

involving realistic aid for

students and the specific methods

employed in their effective

use of funds are under

assistance from the

Science Technology.

Several separate papers were

(Continued on Page 3)

The Tech

Technology Dames Present "Women Will Pay" Formal

Women about Tech will have

opportunity to present their
talent on Sunday, March 22,

when the Technology Damas

will sponsor their annual Spring Formal at the

Hilton Motor Inn in connection with the

Sigma Alpha Eta's formal. The tech team

will supply flowers and the Damas will

supply the refreshments consisting of
delicious sandwiches, cakes, and

drinks. The Damas will serve.

This "women will pay"
social occasion will be for

undergraduates and junior

student body in general because all

groups who desire them. In

addition to his acting role.


driving. The show has been

MetroTech yesterday in

the Woolsey Library.

of the students are likely to

Sophomore Class Elections Today

Write-In Ballots Are Legal At Bldg. 7 Poll

Election of sophomore section

 RadioButton in Building 7. Each sophomore will

vote for one nominee from his sec-

tion or course. The term's election

will be held on Thursday, March 26.

The Technicians will supply

ballots to persons who desire them.

The new system of voting in Bldg. 7

replaces the old method of hold-

ing nominations and elections in

the lobby from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

for those who are

the Damas, with a large

number of married students (almost

1/3 of the student body) are likely to
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Little Behind Schedule

According to tentative plans the

paper staff has had either first or second hand evidence of such

activities at the Institute. We do not believe that such activities

were not believed that they did very few, if any, students would be corrupted by them.

At this time, Life's statement can do a great deal of damage to the Tech staff, by even a fairly small fraction of

its readers. Unless the magazine can make it their business to

show that we are being
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